NDIA National Logistics Forum

End-to-End Supply Chain

Partnering for Efficiencies

Mr. Redding Hobby, Deputy Director, DLA Logistics Operations
DLA Partnership Goals

• Support the Warfighter - Customer focused support

• Whole of government approach

• Improve performance while reducing cost

• Culture of judiciousness
2013 Highlights

- SPV Transition to Anham
- CONOPs developed jointly
- Velocity and Cost reduction
- FF&V regional purchases
- Continue to improve Service
- Fall/Winter holidays
  ...Ready for Easter
- Multi-modal solution
  --Surface from CONUS to Baltics, Turkey & Dubai
  -Air solution
  --Riga Latvia, Baku Azerbaijan and Dubai
  Transportation times from 120 to 60 days

- Reducing tactical stocks IAW base drawdown
  --effectively serve the customer in - theater
  - Strategic fuel positioning
  -- PACOM and AFRICOM
  --Strategic and contractor stocks remain full
  --Fuel posture is solid
  --Consumption ½ of last years
  --Salalah, Oman: Adding 670K bbls JP5, 790K bbls F76

- Defense Health Agency partnership
- Non-FDA regulated medical materiel procurement
- Movement of Narcotics to austere locations
Proposed Forum Timeline

- **Strategic Alliances**
  - Customer Survey Response Plan
  - Federal Programs: GSA, DHS, USCG, FEMA

- **Expanding Relationships**
  - Foreign Embassy Support in country and in US
  - Defense Health Agency (DHA)

- **Planning and Exercise Support**
  - Disaster Support Table Top Exercise (DSTTX)
  - PACOM Theater Sustainment Rock Drill (TSR)